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variability on mechanical properties
of a twill weave composite
MY Matveev, AC Long, LP Brown and IA Jones
Abstract
Experimental and numerical analyses of a woven composite were performed in order to assess the effect of yarn path
and layer shift variability on properties of the composite. Analysis of the geometry of a 12K carbon fibre 2 2 twill
weave at the meso- and macro-scales showed the prevalence of the yarn path variations at the macro-scale over the
meso-scale variations. Numerical analysis of yarn path variability showed that it is responsible for a Young’s modulus
reduction of 0.5% and CoV of 1% which makes this type of variability in the selected reinforcement almost insignificant
for an elastic analysis. Finite element analysis of damage propagation in laminates with layer shift showed good agreement
with the experiments. Both numerical analysis and experiments showed that layer shift has a strong effect on the shape of
the stress–strain curve. In particular, laminates with no layer shift tend to exhibit a kink in the stress–strain curve which
was attributed solely to the layer configuration.
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Introduction
Mechanical properties of composites with woven
reinforcement directly depend on the type of the
reinforcement, its properties and its geometry. A large
number of previous numerical studies have been
devoted to establishing relationships between the par-
ameters of a reinforcement and composite properties
using a unit cell approach based on idealisation of the
reinforcement geometry.1 This approach is capable of
predicting the Young’s moduli of the composites with
high ﬁdelity providing the numerical model has the cor-
rect ﬁbre volume fraction. The unit cell approach is
often extended towards damage modelling of woven
composites. Examples of such modelling include but
not limited to modelling of laminated woven compos-
ites under quasi-static tension2,3 and high strain rate
compaction,4 composites with braided reinforcement5
and 3D composites.6 However, the conventional unit
cell approach cannot predict variability of the mechan-
ical properties from sample to sample which is usually
associated with variability in the intrinsic properties of
constituents7,8 and the geometry of reinforcements such
as yarn and layer misalignments9 arising from textile
and composite manufacturing. This study focuses
only on the eﬀects of variability of textile reinforcement
geometry, namely yarn paths and layer shift variability.
Yarn path variability has been shown to be respon-
sible for variability in manufacturing processes such as
forming,10 mould ﬁlling11 and curing.12 These numerical
studies were based on creating geometric models using
statistical models of the reinforcement’s geometry. The
statistical models can be as simple as a Taylor expansion
of the yarn path as proposed by Endruweit and Long11
or based on speciﬁc mathematical concepts of random
ﬁelds as the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) sheet used by
Skordos and Sutcliﬀe10 or the Karhunen-Loe`ve series
expansion used by Vanaerschot et al.13 Using experimen-
tal data collected from real reinforcement specimens, e.g.
in-plane and out-of-plane average yarn paths and their
variability, it is possible to create a stochastic model of
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the reinforcement geometry in a textile pre-processor as
was done, for example, by Vanaerschot et al.14
Variability of the positions of layers relative to each
other in a woven composite, often referred to as layer
shift, has also been recognised as a source of variability
in mechanical properties. An exhaustive numerical
study for the case of a plain weave composite with
random layer shift was carried out by Woo and
Suh.15 The modelling approach was based on Monte
Carlo simulations assuming that the distribution of the
layer shift is uniform and the positions of the layers are
independent. It was shown that the Young’s moduli of
regular and out-of-phase stacked laminates are the
lower and upper bounds of possible Young’s moduli.
The distribution of the modulus was found to be asym-
metric for small numbers of layers but tended to be
symmetric for large numbers of layers. Coeﬃcients of
variation (CoV) of the Young’s modulus were as high
as 4.5% for a two-layer composite but less than 1.5%
for a composite with 32 layers. Experimental evidence
on some of these conclusions was presented by Ito
and Chou16 who investigated the eﬀect of layer shift
experimentally and showed that the Young’s modulus
of a laminate with no layer shift is lower than that of
random layer shift laminates. Furthermore, the com-
posite with no layer shift exhibited strong non-linearity
during the tensile experiments. This can be explained by
two factors. The ﬁrst is the fact that yarns aligned
through all the layers do not prevent the yarn straighten-
ing in contrast to opposing of yarn straightening when
layers (and yarns) are not aligned. The second is related
to occurrence of periodic cracks throughout the laminate
which result in the occurrence of weak planes and hence
reduction of the Young’s modulus.
This paper aims to combine both experimental and
numerical studies of two geometric variabilities: yarn
path variability and layer shift variability. This will
include multi-scale experimental characterisation of
reinforcement geometry in section of Geometry charac-
terisation, mechanical testing of laminates with diﬀerent
layer shift in Mechanical testing section and numerical
modelling of their behaviour in combination with sto-
chastic methods for yarn path modelling in Numerical
results section. The results are discussed in Discussion.
Experimental programme
Manufacturing of laminates
A twill weave textile manufactured by Carr
Reinforcements (style 38391) was used for the experi-
mental studies. The textile consisted of 12K Graﬁl
34-700 carbon ﬁbres woven with density of 4.2 picks/
ends per cm and an overall areal density of 660 g/m2.
The textile was used to manufacture six-layer laminates
with random layer stacking using a vacuum-assisted
resin transfer moulding (RTM) process.17 The layers
were placed in a steel tool with a 4mm cavity and
were infused with Prime 20LV epoxy resin mixed with
Prime 20 Slow Hardener in ratio 100:26. As a result,
three ﬂat composite panels (referred as #1, #2 and #3)
with a ﬁbre volume fraction of 55% were manufac-
tured, with random layer shift resulting from stacking
the layers with no attempt to enforcing alignment.
Laminates with no layer shift were manufactured by
carefully placing layers on top of each other with
respect of their geometry, ﬁxing them in place by
metal pins and binding them together with a thermo-
plastic NeoXil binder. This procedure should have pre-
vented any possible layer shifts during handling and
manufacturing of composite panels. Two panels with
a layer shift (#4 and #5) with ﬁbre volume fraction of
55% were manufactured using this procedure.
Geometry characterisation
The geometry of the reinforcement was characterised
using two techniques: m-CT at the meso-scale (approxi-
mately a unit cell size 14mm) and optical imaging
of the textile surface at the macro-scale (>200mm).
The ﬁrst technique was used to acquire information
about the internal structure of the reinforcement
which includes yarn width/height, yarn path in 3D,
orientation and shift of the layers. The second techni-
que was used only to acquire yarn width and in-plane
yarn path.
Layer shifts and orientations in laminates were mea-
sured manually using m-CT scans of panels #1, #3 and
#5. The m-CT and microscopy showed that in panels #4
and #5 four out of six and ﬁve out of six layers, respect-
ively, were aligned to each other as intended while other
layers were shifted, as shown in Figure 1, despite the
care taken during manufacture.
The m-CT scans of panels #1, #3 and #5 were ana-
lysed slice by slice with spacing of 0.9mm which
resulted in 15 measurements of yarn width, height
and centre of cross-section for both warp and weft
yarns. The yarn paths were described in terms of sys-
tematic (average) and stochastic variations as proposed
by Blacklock et al.18
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The average yarn path in the z direction (out-of-
plane) with strong systematic variation due to weaving,
as shown in Figure 2(a), was observed in every warp
and weft yarn. The standard deviation of z from the
average path was 22 mm, and its measured distribution
is shown in Figure 2(b). The deviation of average in-
plane (x for warp and or y for weft) yarn path from a
straight line was within 40 mm, while the standard devi-
ation from average path was 25 mm. The in-plane paths
and distribution of deviation y from the average path
are shown in Figure 3(a) and (b), respectively. A sum-
mary of the measurements is given in Table 1.
At the same time, the absence of signiﬁcant variabil-
ity at the scale of a single unit cell does not mean
absence of variability at the macro-scale. In-plane
variability of the yarns path at the macro-scale can be
represented by equation (1) as well. Schematic repre-
sentation of the woven reinforcement with systematic
and stochastic variabilities of yarn path is shown in
Figure 4. Images of the textile surface consisting of vis-
ible segments of yarns as shown in Figure 5(a) were
processed with an in-house image processing software
developed within the MATLAB framework. The warp
and weft yarns were separated using a simple thresh-
olding technique and then analysed. The watershed
algorithm19 was used to ﬁnd the centres of the yarn
segments as a ﬁrst approximation. The information
about the centres was then transferred to a subprogram
which operated with subimages of the yarn segments
cropped from the overall image. A gradient edge detec-
tion ﬁlter19 was applied on each subimage, and edges of
the yarn segment were approximated with a rectangle
(Figure 5(b)). The parameters of ﬁtted rectangles were
stored as local yarn dimensions, positions and orienta-
tions and used to reconstruct yarn paths as shown in
Figure 5(c).
Figure 1. m-CT images of manufactured composites with highlighted yarns: Panel #3 (top) and Panel #5 (bottom).
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Figure 2. (a) Out-of-plane yarn paths in Panel #5; (b) deviation from average out-of-plane path.
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The described algorithm was applied to three sam-
ples of dry textiles with size of 270 210mm each,
scanned on a ﬂatbed scanner with resolution of 21 mm
(1200 dpi). The accuracy of the algorithm was estimated
by comparing yarn width measured by micro- and
macro-techniques. The width measured by m-CT was
2.495 0.068mm, while image analysis of the
reinforcement surface yielded a width of
2.520 0.056mm for the textile. The small diﬀerence
between these values conﬁrms the accuracy of the
approach.
The structure of the analysed reinforcements was
reconstructed using information about yarn segment
centre points yielding a model of the paths for every
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Figure 3. (a) In-plane yarn paths in Panel #5; (b) deviation of yarn from average in-plane yarn path for all the yarns in Panel #5.
Table 1. Summary of measurements from m-CT scans.
Panel
Deviation
from in-plane
average path, mm
Deviation from
out-of-plane
average path, mm
Width,
mm
Height,
mm
Random layer shift Panel #1 0.034 0.020 2.572 (0.085) 0.342 (0.023)
Panel #3 0.027 0.017 2.516 (0.106) 0.364 (0.029)
No layer shift Panel #5 0.025 0.022 2.491 (0.068) 0.352 (0.024)
Figure 4. Schematic representation of systematic and stochastic yarn path variations from the nominal yarn path in woven
reinforcement.
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yarn. It was found that the yarn paths possessed
strong systematic variation from a straight line (as
shown in Figure 4) with amplitudes of up to 1.0mm.
Distributions of variations from the average yarn path
were close to normal distributions with standard devi-
ations of 47–97mm for the textiles. A typical distribu-
tion is shown in Figure 6(a). A summary of the
measurements is given in Table 2. It should be empha-
sised that variability at the meso-scale had an ampli-
tude three times higher than the variability at the
macro-scale. It makes it possible to assume that the
geometry of the unit cell has negligible variability at
the meso-scale when compared to the macro-scale.
The analysis of yarn paths showed that adjacent
yarns in the studied reinforcements tend to have similar
variation and this similarity was described by correl-
ation.20 Correlation between yarn j-th and (jþ k)-th
yarns was deﬁned as Pearson’s correlation20
C kð Þ ¼
Pn
i¼1 y
ð j Þ
i y
ð jþkÞ
iﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃPn
i¼1 y
ð j Þ
i
 2r ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃPn
i¼1 y
ð jþkÞ
i
 2r ð3Þ
Autocorrelation of a yarn with itself and autocorrel-
ation length was deﬁned as Pearson’s correlation
between pairs of points spaced at a distance of k nodes20
Ca kð Þ ¼
Pnk
i¼1 y
ð j Þ
i y
ð j Þ
iþkﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃPnk
i¼1 y
ð j Þ
i
 2r ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃPnk
i¼1 y
ð j Þ
iþk
 2r ð4Þ
Figure 5. (a) Textile image, yarn segments; (b) automatic segment detection; (c) yarn path reconstruction.
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Figure 6. (a) Experimental and fitted distributions of deviation y from mean weft yarn path in Textile #1; (b) correlation and
autocorrelation for warp and weft yarns (averaged over three samples).
Table 2. Summary of measurements from macro-scale images.
Weft variation,
mm
Warp variation,
mm
Sample 1 0.082 0.096
Sample 2 0.097 0.047a
Sample 3 0.083 0.082
aNormality hypothesis rejected.
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Cross-correlation between warp and weft yarns was
deﬁned as Pearson’s correlation between the j-th warp
and j-th weft yarns
Cc ¼
Pn
i¼1 y
ð j,warpÞ
i y
ð j,weftÞ
iﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃPn
i¼1 y
ð j Þ
i
 2r ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃPn
i¼1 y
ð j Þ
i
 2r ð5Þ
The graphs showing correlation and autocorrelation
of yarns depending on spacing between yarn and
nodes are shown in Figure 6(b). It can be seen that
the correlation coeﬃcient is high (correlation value
of 1.0 shows perfect match of yarns and value of 0.0
shows that paths are independent) which means
that adjacent yarn paths were very similar to each
other. Autocorrelation showed that the yarn path is
independent of itself (i.e. it is not inﬂuenced by
its own history) after three to four unit cells (about
30–40mm). Values of autocorrelation length between
30mm and 110mm were reported by other research-
ers.10,21,22 Average cross-correlation between warp
and weft yarns (i.e. eﬀect of variation of warp yarn
path of weft yarn path and vice versa) was found to
be below 0.1.
It should be made clear that detailed analysis
of macro-scale variability was performed on dry
reinforcement only whereas handling, cutting, lay-up
and resin infusion can potentially change parameters
measured from the textile. Analysis of the reinforce-
ment geometry at the surface of the composite panels
showed that systematic variations are lower than in the
dry reinforcement, up to 0.7mm, but no data were
obtained on stochastic variation due to the poor quality
imaging obtained from the composites. According to
Endruweit et al.23 repetitive specimen handling may
decrease the geometrical variability. However, such
handling is reduced in the RTM process because the
reinforcement mobility is restricted by inter-layer fric-
tion. Therefore, it is expected that the presented statis-
tical parameters of dry reinforcement are close to those
of ﬁnished composite.
Mechanical testing
Specimens from each panel were tested in tension in the
warp direction according to the EN ISO 527 standard
using an Instron 5985 machine with 250 kN load cell and
test speed of 2mm/min at room temperature (20C). A
DANTEC Q400 3D digital image correlation (DIC)
system was used to monitor displacements (and therefore
strains) in the outer layer of the composites. A facet size
(size of subregion for image processing) of 17 pixels was
used to correlate images. Strain ﬁelds were averaged over
all the specimen area in order to obtain the applied aver-
age strain. The measured Young’s moduli, Poisson’s
ratios and strengths are given in Table 3.
Longitudinal strain ﬁelds acquired with DIC system
are shown in Figure 7. It can be seen that strains exhibit
Table 3. Summary of mechanical testing.
# of tested
samples
Young’s modulus,
GPa
Poisson’s
ratio
Strength,
MPa
Ultimate
strain, %
Random layer shift Panel #1 6 55.74
(1.38)
0.069
(0.007)
571.0
(20.5)
1.11
(0.10)
Panel #2 6 55.36
(2.13)
0.082
(0.016)
484.6
(31.0)
1.37
(0.26)
Panel #3 12 55.96
(1.65)
0.054
(0.008)
582.2
(17.6)
1.35
(0.24)
No layer shift Panel #4 9 54.89
(1.02)
0.073
(0.012)
595.9
(25.5)
1.38
(0.13)
Panel #5 8 53.26
(1.23)
0.129
(0.007)
644.6
(74.8)
1.46
(0.27)
Figure 7. Field of longitudinal strain as measured with DIC at
average strain of 0.4%.
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a regular pattern that clearly corresponds to the
reinforcement structure. Low strains were observed in
the region of longitudinal yarns, and high strains were
observed for transverse yarns. In contrast to the strain
ﬁeld in the composite with no layer shift, the strain ﬁeld
measured on a panel with random layer shift has a less
pronounced diﬀerence between zones for longitudinal
and transverse yarns due to the eﬀect of layers in the
depth of the laminate, which are shifted and hence give
a more even overall laminate response.
Experiments showed notable diﬀerences between the
stress–strain curves of specimens with diﬀerent type of
layer shift. The stress–strain curve of specimens with no
layer shift exhibited a distinctive kink and strongly non-
linear behaviour at strains higher than 1% (similar
behaviour was observed by Ito and Chou16). At the
same time, specimens with random shift exhibited
nearly linear stress–strain curves. A proposed explan-
ation for non-linearity in composites with no layer shift
is simultaneous straightening of longitudinal yarns in
all the layers, and a ‘‘push-out’’ of transverse yarns
which is identical for all layers. Yarn straightening in
composites with random shift also takes place, but it is
not followed by ‘‘push-out’’ of transverse yarns as they
are restricted in movement by other layers. This eﬀect
in laminates with regular shift is strengthened by the
regularity of cracks appearing in transverse yarns and
creating weak planes.
Another diﬀerence in the behaviour was in the levels
of delamination undergone by specimens during the
testing. Most of the specimens with random layer
shift had extensive delamination in all the layers prior
the ﬁnal failure, while specimens with no layer shift
exhibited delamination occasionally and only at the
misaligned top layers. The same behaviour was
observed by Kiasat and Sangtabi24 for woven textiles
with areal density similar to that in the present study.
Modelling
Idealised and stochastic geometry models
Analysis of m-CT data in the previous section revealed
that the yarn dimensions do not change through a unit
cell, and the in-plane deviations of the yarn path from a
straight line are negligible at this length scale. This makes
it possible to create a single-layer unit cell model of the
woven composite in TexGen software25 by using aver-
aged results of the studies. This model can also be used
to create multi-layer models of laminates with layer shifts
corresponding to those measured with m-CT.
In order to create a stochastic model of a textile
reinforcement at the macro-scale, the warp and weft
yarns were assumed to vary independently from each
other. The yarn paths were assumed to be deﬁned by
equally spaced nodes on their centrelines generated
with the OU sheet, i.e. a 2D random ﬁeld where one
direction corresponds to position along the yarns and
the other is across them. The probability density func-
tion of the OU sheet for a vector Z is expressed by20
p Zð Þ ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2NN j j
p  exp  1
2
Z ð ÞT1ðZ Þ
 
ð6Þ
where N is the size of the vector Z,  is the vector of
mean values assumed to be zero, and  is the covari-
ance matrix given by the equation
 ¼ 2expð1 x1  x2j j  2 y1  y2
 Þ ð7Þ
where  is the standard deviation of the OU sheet, 1
and 2 are inverse correlation lengths and x1, x2, y1, y2
are coordinates of two points.
Three parameters introduced in equation (7) are dir-
ectly linked to the amplitude of variations (), correl-
ation length (2) and autocorrelation length (1).
Parameters of the covariance matrix were ﬁtted to
experimental data using the maximum log-likelihood
estimator.10 Estimation was performed using data sub-
sets of various sizes starting from just two yarns (1/2
unit cell or 5mm) up to 150mm (15 unit cells).
Dependency of the OU sheet parameters on textile
size is shown in Figure 8. It can be noted that the
ﬁtted parameters exhibit some oscillations attributed
to the edge eﬀect when minimum and maximum size
are used for analysis. Parameters ¼ 0.2mm, 1¼
0.09mm1, 2¼ 0.01mm1 deﬁned at length 100mm
were chosen as representative for this textile.
The generated realisations of OU sheet characterised
system of warp or weft yarns of an arbitrar weft and
warp yarns were used to create TexGen models. Each
yarn was assumed to have a constant initial width and
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Figure 8. Parameters of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 2D process.
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thickness as determined by m-CT analysis. Small inter-
penetrations of yarns which can occur due to the vari-
ations of yarn paths were automatically corrected by
applying a correction procedure which adjusts yarns
dimensions and cross-section orientations as described
by Long and Brown.25 It should be noted that this pro-
cedure does not change the position of the centre of the
yarn within TexGen and hence preserves local ﬁbre
orientation.
Layer shifts as measured from real samples with m-
CT were implemented into the geometrical model by
oﬀsetting the layers relative to each other and assuming
that there is no additional interpenetration between
them, i.e. no nesting was present. Such multi-layered
models can be created with both idealised models of
textile layers and stochastic models generated as
described above. Where stochastic realisations of a
layer are used, it was assumed that randomness in
each layer is independent from the surrounding
layers. However, a stochastic approach was not applied
to generation of layer oﬀset itself due to the computa-
tional cost arising from the FE analysis of a large
number of large models. Though the approach does
not create truly random models, the multi-layered
models created with this methodology were referred
as random layer shift models.
Boundary conditions
An idealised model of a woven composite is an inher-
ently periodic structure. Therefore, periodic boundary
conditions (BCs)26 can be applied to it in all three dir-
ections. In contrast, the geometry of a stochastic model
is not periodic and periodic BCs cannot be applied.
Other BCs should be used for a proper analysis of a
non-idealised woven composite. In this context, three
diﬀerent sets of BCs were applied to single and multi-
layer models of an idealised woven composite of vari-
ous in-plane sizes: periodic BCs, Dirichlet (prescribed
displacement at all edges) and mixed (periodic in
through-thickness direction and Dirichlet in-plane)
BCs. The dependency of the Young’s modulus on the
model size and BC is shown in Figure 9. Dirichlet BCs
increased Young’s modulus by 5% in the case of the
largest model size (as explained, e.g. by Hashin and
Rosen27) compared with the reference case of periodic
BCs. At the same time, mixed BCs gave less than 1%
decrease in the Young’s modulus for all considered
sizes of model. It can be concluded that, in case when
periodic BCs are not applicable due to absence of peri-
odicity in the model geometry, it is more appropriate to
use mixed BCs rather than Dirichlet BCs due to the
lower size dependency of the mixed BCs.
Numerical results
Effect of layer shift on stiffness and strength. The woven
composite models were meshed using a voxel meshing
technique to avoid possible problems with distorted
elements. Validity of the voxel mesh technique was
demonstrated earlier for a similar material and loading
case.8 Material properties assigned to yarns were
obtained using the Chamis micromechanical formulae28
using an intra-yarn ﬁbre volume fraction of 72%. Both
matrix and yarn were assumed to be elastic prior to
damage initiation which was deﬁned by the maximum
stress criterion for yarns and von Mises criterion
for matrix. Damage initiation in yarns in longitudinal
direction followed by immediate reduction of the lon-
gitudinal modulus by factor of 0.001. A simplistic two-
parameter damage scheme was chosen for representing
gradual degradation of the yarn Young’s modulus in
the transverse direction and shear moduli. The matrix
Young’s modulus was described by the same scheme.
The damage model was coded in UMAT subroutine for
Abaqus/StandardTM software. More details on the
damage model are given in other papers.6,8 All the
material parameters are given in Table 4. Simulations
of tensile loading of periodic unit cells were carried out
with Abaqus/Standard software using a constant strain
increment and mesh of 120 120 40 voxels for the
single layer unit cell and 120 120 180 voxels for
the six-layer unit cell model. Choice of the voxel mesh
technique here is dictated by a requirement to generate
a large number of FE model in an automatic way which
is impossible if a conventional conformal mesh is used
as it requires manual check for mesh quality and
manual editing to correct for problems. Moreover, it
is not always possible to generate a conformal mesh
for complex geometries. The voxel mesh technique
was validated previously and showed8 that it can be
applied for simple loading cases providing the mesh
convergence was achieved. Recent studies31 reported
strong damage path dependency in voxel models but
showed that the voxel approach is suitable for simple
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Figure 9. Effect of BCs on the predicted Young’s modulus
for TW.
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load cases. Mesh convergence was checked over con-
vergence of the Young’s modulus and initial damage
strain as described in other paper by the present
authors.8 Eight-node brick elements (C3D8) were
used for the analysis.
Periodic BCs were applied in the in-plane direction
for the multi-layer models and in all three directions for
the single layer unit cell model. Resulting stress–strain
curves are shown in Figures 10 and 11. Detailed results
are presented in Table 5. It can be seen that the single-
layer and multi-layer unit cell models of a composite
with no layer shift yield good predictions resulting in
diﬀerence of less than 6% for both the Young’s modu-
lus and strength. It should be noted that the kink in the
stress–strain curve about 1% strain was predicted by
both models. However, the multi-layer model yielded
closer prediction of the strain when the kink occurs due
to more realistic geometry with a ﬁnite number of
layers and absence of periodic BCs in the through
thickness direction. The multi-layer models of the com-
posites with random layer shift overpredicted strength
by 6–10% of the average experimental value. The
Young’s moduli were predicted within 2% of the
experimental values.
Effect of yarn path variability. Models of textile with yarn
path variability created in TexGen as described in sec-
tion Idealised and stochastic geometry models were
meshed using a voxel meshing technique using the
same mesh density as in the section on eﬀect of layer
shift (120 120 40 voxels per unit cell). Elastic prop-
erties of yarn and matrix materials were assigned
according to Table 4. Models of various sizes (1 1,
2 2 and 5 5) were used to study the size eﬀect of a
single-layer model. Mixed BCs as described in
Boundary conditions section were applied in the in-
plane direction. Results of the Monte Carlo simulations
with 30 realisations for each size are presented in Figure
12. It can be seen that the Young’s modulus exhibits a
size eﬀect, i.e. its value reduces with increase of the
model size while its variation decreases. The maximum
decrease of the Young’s modulus is only 0.6% and the
maximum variation is 0.9%. Predicted variability of the
Young’s modulus appears to be several times lower
Table 4. Material properties of constituents and homogenised yarns for the TW model.
E11,
GPa
E22¼ E33,
GPa
G12¼G13,
GPa
G23,
GPa 12¼ 13 23
S11,
MPa
S22,
MPa
S12,
MPa
Epoxy Prime 20 LV29 3.5 3.5 1.29 1.29 0.35 0.35 73a/146b – –
Grafil 34-700 carbon fibre30 234 15 13 6 0.2 0.25 4830 – –
Yarns (Vf¼ 0.72) 169.3 9.5 5.1 2.75 0.24 0.37 3498 30 42
aTension.
bCompression.
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Figure 10. Experimental and predicted stress–strain curves for
TW composite with regular layer shift.
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Figure 11. Stress–strain curves for the models with random
layer shift: Panel #1 (top); Panel #3 (bottom).
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than experimental values which can be up to 3%. It can
be noted that there are some realisations exhibiting a
Young’s modulus that is higher than the idealised
value. This is explained by realisations with almost
straight yarns in longitudinal directions and wavy
transverse yarns contributing to the increase in
Young’s modulus. The other cause of the eﬀect is a
slight increase in the ﬁbre volume fraction within an
individual model.
The variability of the layer shift was combined with
yarn path variability by creating a multi-layer model in
the same way as in the section on eﬀect of layer shift
and enriching the models by yarn path variation. Monte
Carlo simulations were performed on the models of
various sizes. The eﬀect of the yarn path variability
on the Young’s modulus of multi-layer laminates is pre-
sented in Figure 13. This shows the reduction of the
average Young’s modulus and its standard deviation
in comparison to the Young’s modulus of the idealised
composite. As expected, the reduction is greater for the
large models as they can include more variations of the
yarn paths from the nominal path. At the same time,
the standard deviation of the modulus reduction
decreases with the size of the model which shows that
random models become ‘‘similar’’ to each other. Both
graphs seem to plateau at for a model size of 5 5 unit
cells. It also should be noted that the autocorrelation
length of the yarn path at the macro-scale was found to
be about three to four unit cells, i.e. the in-plane model
size of ﬁve unit cells covers the autocorrelation length
Table 5. Results of numerical modelling of laminates with various layer shift.
Young’s
modulus, GPa
Diff. to
experiment, %
Strength,
MPa
Diff. to
experiment, %
Random layer shift Panel #1 Experiment 55.7
(1.38)
– 571.0
(20.5)
–
Multi-layer model 55.1 1.1% 632 þ10.6%
Panel #3 Experiment 55.96
(1.65)
– 582.2
(17.6)
–
Multi-layer model 54.7 2.3% 621 þ6.7%
No layer shift Experiment 54.1a
(1.23a)
– 618.8a
(47.2a)
Single-layer model 57.4 þ6.1% 610 1.5%
Multi-layer model,
no layer shift
56.5 þ4.4% 623 þ0.7%
Note: Standard deviations in parenthesis.
aAveraged results for panels #4 and #5.
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and the models of this size can be treated as statistically
independent. Hence above this size, there should be no
further reduction in Young’s modulus and no increase
of its standard deviation.
Discussion
This work presents experimental and numerical ana-
lyses of two selected geometrical variabilities in a
carbon ﬁbre twill weave composite: yarn paths and
layer shift variabilities. Experimental analysis is based
on multi-scale analysis of the reinforcement’s geometry
and mechanical testing of specially prepared samples.
Numerical analysis, based on the results of geometric
studies, was used to assess the eﬀects of two variabilities
in isolation from each other which could be challenging
for mechanical testing.
Analysis of geometry variability of a 2 2 twill
weave reinforcement was performed on meso- and
macro-scales by means of m-CT and image analysis.
The variability at the meso-scale was found to have a
magnitude several times smaller than the magnitude of
variabilities at the macro-scale. Macro-scale analysis of
the textile reinforcement was performed using auto-
matic image processing software, making it possible
to collect statistics of yarn paths variability from sev-
eral samples of the textile. Variation of yarn path from
the average path was found to be approximately nor-
mally distributed. Correlation characteristics, which
describe how fast the yarn path variation decays or
changes and hence how fast the mechanical properties
change, were calculated as well. It was found that the
correlation length in the transverse direction exceeds
the size of analysed specimen (200mm), while the auto-
correlation length of yarn paths rapidly decays after
three to four unit cells (30–40mm). A large value of
the correlation length in the transverse direction is
plausibly explained by tight weaving of the textile
where a disturbance in any yarn causes very similar
disturbance in adjacent yarns. The autocorrelation
length, however, should be related to the elastic proper-
ties of the yarns which consist of elastic ﬁbres and hence
should behave as elastic beams and have some degree of
smoothness and continuity. It is thought that both cor-
relation parameters are functions of yarn properties,
areal density of textile (spacing between yarns and
their width) and weave style. In addition to those vari-
ables, handling of textiles can change the geometry of
the reinforcement and hence aﬀect variability.23
Mechanical testing showed a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in
behaviour of woven laminates with no layer shift and
random layer shift. The latter demonstrated almost
linear behaviour with a small deviation from this after
0.7% strain while the laminates with no layer shift
exhibited signiﬁcantly non-linear behaviour with a
well deﬁned kink point at about 0.9% strain. This
behaviour can be explained by enforced regularity of
the structure which magniﬁes the eﬀect of yarn
straightening and regularity of cracks in the transverse
yarns which creates weak planes. The observed phe-
nomenon highlights the fact that the layer shift has a
strong eﬀect on the behaviour of laminates.
Both of the discussed variabilities were also assessed
numerically in order to investigate them in isolation.
A key aspect of these studies was a unit cell meso-
scale model of the composite prepared within TexGen
software using averaged meso-scale geometry param-
eters collected from m-CT scans. The model was vali-
dated against mechanical experiments of specially
manufactured laminates with no layer shift which can
be considered as the closest approximation to the idea-
lised geometry. The FE analysis on such model showed
good qualitative and quantitative agreement with
experiments by predicting the kink in the stress–strain
curve and yielding the ﬁnal strength within 2% of the
experimental value. Numerical analysis of the non-
linear behaviour of the laminates with random layer
shift highlighted a qualitative diﬀerence in the stress–
strain curves caused by the layer shift within a laminate.
A possible explanation for the phenomenon of the kink
for the case of the no layer shift is proposed: longitu-
dinal yarns in the laminate with no layer shift are not
restricted from complete straightening and displace the
transverse yarns. As for the quantitative diﬀerence, the
experiments showed that generally the strength of
laminates with random layer shift tends to be lower
than that of the laminates with no layer shift.
However, the standard deviation of the strength of
laminates with no layer shift was high and one standard
deviation from the mean value included mean values of
the strength of the random layer shift laminates. At the
same time, numerical analysis showed little diﬀerence
between strength for laminates with diﬀerent layer
shifts. This means that the quantitative eﬀect of layer
shift on the non-linear behaviour of composites is still
uncertain.
Accuracy of the deterministic FE model mainly
depends on geometry of the reinforcement, reﬁnement
of voxel mesh, chosen BCs and damage model. The
voxel mesh was reﬁned up to the level of giving less
than 1% diﬀerence to the previous mesh when
damage initiation strains and the Young’s moduli are
compared. Combined with the realistic geometry which
takes into account realistic ﬁbre volume fraction and
local ﬁbre orientation, it provides high accuracy in pre-
diction of the Young’s modulus. The choice of BCs was
justiﬁed by comparison of the several types of BCs and
the less size-dependent BCs were selected. The chosen
damage model greatly simpliﬁes non-linear behaviour
of the yarns in the transverse direction, but since the
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ﬁnal failure is dominated by ﬁbre failure mode the
model provides good accuracy within 2% of the experi-
mental values. The further validation of the model is
correct prediction of the kink in the stress–strain curve
as discussed earlier. Discrepancy between the numerical
predictions and experimental results also can appear
due to variability between the samples which is not
taken into account for damage modelling.
Yarn path variability was implemented in the idea-
lised model of the textile reinforcement by adapting a
conventional TexGen model using a random Gaussian
ﬁeld representing deviations from the idealised geom-
etry. The Gaussian ﬁeld was assumed to be represented
as OU sheet with properties estimated from reinforce-
ment samples. However, only three samples were used
to estimate the parameters which can compromise the
accuracy of the stochastic model and the results. This
technique made it possible to create random realisa-
tions of woven composite including multi-layer
models. However, a random ﬁeld of yarn paths gener-
ated with the OU sheet lacks the smoothness (in a
mathematical sense, i.e. continuity and diﬀerentiability)
of the realistic yarn paths. This problem was resolved
by the automatic reﬁnement procedure within
TexGen25 which ﬁts a cubic spline through nodal
points of a yarn and then adjusts yarn cross-sections
to avoid interpenetrations. Numerical simulations
based on the stochastic models showed that the eﬀect
of the yarn path variation on the Young’s modulus is
not signiﬁcant. It was found that the variability reduces
the Young’s modulus by up to 0.5% and introduces a
CoV of up to 0.9%. The results were dependant on the
size of the model used for simulations. Larger models
yielded a higher reduction of the Young’s modulus and
a lower CoV. Larger models (i.e. those containing
longer yarns) have higher probability of having more
deviations from a straight line and hence a higher prob-
ability of larger reduction of modulus. In contrast, the
CoV of Young’s modulus reduced with the model size
due to higher probability of two large models being
similar to each other. The experiments show that the
CoV of the Young’s modulus can be up to 3% which is
much higher than predicted here. The discrepancy can
arise from other sources of variability, e.g. sample
orientation during the experiment and accuracy of the
experimental procedure.
The combination of the yarn path and layer shift
variability showed that the Young’s modulus variabil-
ity shows no statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence between
two cases of random layer shift. It should also be noted
that no attempt was made to characterise the eﬀect of
yarn path variability on the strength of composites.
Generally, both of the variabilities combined were
found to reduce the Young’s modulus of the composite
by as little as 0.5% and introduce a standard deviation
of less than 1% which makes them both insigniﬁcant
for elastic analysis for this particular reinforcement.
However, in the case of a looser reinforcement, yarn
path variability may have a more pronounced eﬀect
due to larger amplitudes of yarn deviation from nom-
inal paths. In contrast, experiments and numerical ana-
lyses showed that layer shift variability has a signiﬁcant
eﬀect on the shape of the stress–strain curve.
Conclusions
Performance of a carbon ﬁbre twill weave composite
was studied in the light of two structural variabilities:
yarn paths and layer shift. Multi-scale analysis of the
reinforcement geometry made it possible to establish
that meso-scale variabilities are negligible in compari-
son to macro-scale variability. It was found that macro-
scale variability has a characteristic length of several
unit cells (30–40mm) along the yarns and above
200mm transverse to the yarns. The latter means that
values of stochastic deviations from a straight yarn
path of neighbouring yarns are almost identical due
to dense weaving of the reinforcement. Mechanical test-
ing showed that layer shift is one of the major factors
determining the shape of the stress–strain curve, initial
elastic modulus and ﬁnal strength.
Non-linear ﬁnite element analysis of the idealised
unit cell models under tensile loading yielded a ﬁnal
strength within 11% of the experimental values for all
cases. Remarkably good prediction was achieved for
the idealised model with no layer shift which was able
to capture the kink in the stress–strain curve and pre-
dict the ﬁnal strength within 2% of the experimental
value. Numerical analysis of the selected variabilities
showed that the quantitative eﬀect of both variabilities
is almost negligible (CoV of about 1%) for the elastic
analysis of the selected composite. However, the ana-
lysis of non-linear behaviour of composites with layer
shift variability yielded the same conclusion as experi-
ments about its importance for predicting the shape of
the stress–strain curve. The question about importance
of the yarn path variability for the prediction of the
strength of composites remains open.
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